LITERACY PARTNER Roles & Responsibilities

Scope of Responsibilities
An Education Connection Literacy Partner understands and embraces the program philosophy while providing consistent, positive support to the student in elementary reading. A Literacy Partner serves with humility and consistency, while keeping it simple.

The Education Connection Literacy Partner reports to the Literacy Partner Coordinator at the designated school.

Primary Responsibilities
- One school year commitment (September – May)
- Work outside the classroom for two 15-minute one-on-one reading sessions
- Work with a minimum of 2 elementary students, can add more students if time permits
- Humility, Consistency, Simplicity

Detailed Literacy Partner Process
- Commit to 30 minutes per week (September – May)
- 2 sessions of 15 minutes of one-on-one reading
  - Student reads level-book from teacher assignment
  - Literacy Partner reads from a book of interest. They can bring books from home (no religious based books), choose from a crate of books provided by the teacher in the classroom or check books out from the library.
  - Conversation
- Partners are given school library access
- Video of Literacy Partner Process: www.vimeo.com/204717159